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Black Tea
China, Taiwan & Vietnam   
                             Black Dragon  western teapot style > $4.95
               Made from the same type of leaves used in Dragonwell green     
               tea, Black Dragon is a crowd pleaser - a little nutty, with notes of  
               dark chocolate and toasty cooked sugars.
Golden Monkey western teapot style > $4.95
A house favorite. Toasty, sweet, notes of cocoa and roasted apple.   

Honey Jin Jun Mei, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75
Luscious and sweet with notes gong fu style small > $9 
of toasted grain, malt, and honey. gong fu style large > $11.75                                

               Old Tree Feng Qing Dian Hong western teapot style > $7.75 
               Reserve gong fu style small > $9
Sweet and malty with notes of baking  gong fu style large > $11.75
 spice. Robust without abrasiveness. A favorite find for the year!

               Organic Keemun Mao Feng western teapot style > $7.75
               Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
               Deep honey and woodsy tones  gong fu style large > $11.75 
               with some toastiness and notes of ripe and dried fruit. 

               Tong Mu Village Pine-Smoked western teapot style > $7.75
               Lapsang Souchong, Reserve 
               Beautifully sweet and smoky, from the original birthplace of black       
               tea and of smoked black tea. Peaty, complex, relaxing.

Taiwanese Assamica #8 western teapot style > $7.75
Sun Moon Lake, Reserve gong fu style small > $9
A must try if you enjoy Assamese gong fu style large > $11.75 
Indian teas generally.  All the rich flavor without the heavy duty  
astringency. Velvety, with a lovely honey aroma.

              Wild Da Xue Shan, Reserve  western teapot style > $7.75 
               An incredible fruity sweetness   gong fu style small > $9 
            and thick body in this beauty  gong fu style large > $11.75 
               from wild growing trees in Lincang, Yunnan. 
 

                

 India & Nepal  
               Castleton Darjeeling 2nd Flush  western teapot style > $7.75 
               Reserve 
From one of the most well-loved estates in Darjeeling.  Peachy, fruity,  
balanced astringency - everything you want in a second flush.

Jun Chiyabari Golden Spring   western teapot style > $7.75 
 (Organic), Reserve
From a very gifted tea producer in Nepal, Golden Spring is lively and 
fresh, fruity (grapes!), medium-bodied, and smooth.  

               Mokalbari STGFOP Assam  western teapot style > $4.95
               Light to medium bodied tippy golden tea. Smooth and clean,  
               toasty, sweet, and lightly floral. 

Organic Assam Blend western teapot style > $4.95 
A straightforward, brisk breakfast style blend from India.  Malty 
and toasty. Medium-bodied.

Smallholder First Flush Darjeeling  western teapot style > $4.95 
Smooth and sweet with notes of wildflowers and dried fruit.  
            

 Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 
Kenilworth OP, Kandy  western teapot style > $4.95 
A lovely, straightforward tea with notes of molasses.  
 
 

 Black Tea Classic Blends  
English Breakfast (Organic)  western teapot style > $4.95  
Irish Breakfast (Organic)  western teapot style > $4.95 
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 Black Tea Flavored and Scented 

              Blackberry Patch (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
              Loads of dried blackberries and currants with an herbal finish.

               Chocolate Crunch western teapot style > $4.95 
              Due to popular demand, we’re bringing back a classic.   
Organic cacao beans, organic coconut, vanilla, and white chocolate  
with organic Indian black tea and organic rooibos. Contains dairy.

Eastside Earl (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
A perennial favorite. With extra bergamot from Italian citrus fruit.

Empress’ Cup western teapot style > $4.95
A sweet and beautiful tea scented with rose petals. A must try. 

English Caramel western teapot style > $4.95
Indian tea with caramel slivers. Very decadent and delicious.  
Contains dairy.

House Chai (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Full-bodied style of chai with cardamom, ginger, cinnamon, clove.

Kashmiri Chai (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
 Lighter style of chai including tellicherry pepper, nutmeg, mint.

Lady Grey (Organic)  western teapot style > $4.95
Lavender flowers are a perfect complement to a classic Earl Grey.

Maple Black western teapot style > $4.95 
Rich and flavorful black tea from India with Canadian maple sugar.  

              Spiced Fig (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
              A cozy, naturally sweet tea. Medium to light body with  
              delicious spice notes and essence of fig. 

              TSR Christmas Tea (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
              Deliciously sweet holiday tea with cinnamon, cloves, orange,  
               mint, nutmeg, and rosehips. 
 
 
 Green Tea Flavored and Scented 
 Beautiful Coconut western teapot style > $4.95 
Our most popular tea by far.  Smooth and coconut-y.

Imperial Jasmine                         western teapot style > $4.95
Expertly scented tippy green tea. Very delicate and sophisticated.

Jasmine Blueberry Green (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Succulent blueberries with the sweetness of jasmine. 

Jasmine Pearl (Organic), Reserve western teapot style > $7.75
Lots of pretty white buds in these traditionally scented pearls.

               Jeju Island Mandarin Green western teapot style > $4.95
               (Organic) 
               Very clean, fresh, and sweet Korean green tea blended with  
               super fragrant mandarin orange.

Lychee Blossom western teapot style > $4.95
A handmade tea that blooms in your tea pot. Delicious,  
well-balanced with essence of lychee. *not recommeded iced*

Matcha, Pick Me Up! (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
An energizing blend of matcha and sencha with tasty, stimulating  
botanicals like yuzu, rosemary, ginger, and kaffir lime. 

Moroccan Mint  (Organic)                              western teapot style > $4.95 
Very refreshing. Chinese Gunpowder green with spearmint  
and peppermint

Raspberry Garden (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Light and fragrant green tea and raspberry blended with tasty  
botanicals such as orange peel, rosemary, and thyme. 

Strawberry Fields (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
Extremely satisfying blend of juicy fragrant strawberries and green  
tea with botanicals such as thyme and lemon verbena.

Turkish Delight western teapot style > $4.95 
A green and black blend of Indian, Ceylon, and Japanese teas with 
notes of jasmine, orange flower water, dates, and rose. 
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Green Tea  
China, Taiwan & Nepal 
An Ji Bai Cha (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
Zhejiang gong fu style small > $6.20 
Mellow, sweet tea with a lovely starchy gong fu style large > $8.95 
mouthfeel and a clean vegetal taste. A famous tea for over 1000 years.

Dragonwell (Organic), Zhejiang western teapot style > $4.95 
Hints of roasted chestnut with  gong fu style small > $6.20 
a thick, buttery quality.  gong fu style large > $8.95

Emerald Pearls (Organic), Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
Basically, this is a perfect green gong fu style small > $9 
tea in our book.  Sweet and  gong fu style large > $11.75  
refreshing with a nutty fragrance. Incredibly well-balanced.

Gu Zhang Mao Jian  western teapot style > $7.75 
(Organic), Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
A gorgeous green from the  gong fu style large > $11.75 
high mountains of western Hunan, China.  Vegetal  tones move 
seamlessly into nuttiness with a sweetness on the back of the throat.

Himalayan Honey Green (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
Sweet with distinct fruit and honey gong fu style small > $6.20 
notes. Very easy drinking. gong fu style large > $8.95

Meng Ding Mao Feng  western teapot style > $4.95 
A high quality daily drinker gong fu style small > $6.20 
type for people who love green tea.  gong fu style large > $8.95 
Nutty and rich with aromas of sweet meadow. From Sichuan, China.  
Hand-picked. No agrochemicals used.

Rising Phoenix, Guizhou western teapot style > $4.95 
Fragrant and balanced green, painstakingly dried over charcoal.  
Slightly nutty and a little bit floral. Very nice. 
 
 
 Japan 
Genmaicha Extra Green, Shizuoka western teapot style > $4.95  
Famous green tea from Japan with toasted rice, matcha, and sencha

Houjicha (Organic), Shizuoka western teapot style > $4.95 
A roasted tea with calming properties. Very low caffeine.  

Kukicha, Shizuoka western teapot style > $4.95 
  Sencha with stems and stalk, making a more mellow  
brew. Very lightly roasted. Said to give a vibrant spirit.

Organic Sencha, Kagoshima western teapot style > $4.95 
Fresh and grassy, savory and smooth. Yabukita bushes.

Sae Midori Sencha, Shizuoka western teapot style > $7.75 
Reserve 
High grade fukamushi sencha from Sae Midori bushes. 

Traditional Matcha (Organic) bowl > $7.75 
Nishio, Reserve    
This is the tea of the Japanese Tea Ceremony, truly a special  
beverage with spiritual significance. Enormously healthful, matcha  
also promotes mental clarity and self-composure.  
Served in a tea bowl, one serving per order.

Yabe-Mura Sencha, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
Hand-picked, pesticide free sencha from 600 meters elevation in Yame. 
The taste is very fresh and vegetal, with a balanced umami. Yabukita.

Yame Gyokuro, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
Buttery smooth with an intense vegetal sweetness. 
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 White Tea 
2013 Gong Mei White, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75  
Fujian Province gong fu style small > $9 
So many honey and spice tones  gong fu style large > $11.75 
coming out of this beautiful aged white! 

 2018 White Moonlight                western teapot style > $4.95 
 Yunnan Province                           gong fu style small > $6.20 
Sweet and creamy bud heavy gong fu style large > $8.95 
white tea. Very satisfying.

Malty White from Colombia western teapot style > $4.95 
(Organic) 
A unique malty and thick white tea from a very high  
elevation experimental organic tea plantation in Colombia. 

               Miyazaki White from Japan western teapot style > $7.75  
              (Organic), Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Very limited production of a  gong fu style large > $11.75 
hand-picked leafy style white tea from the Kanayamidori varietal.  
Refreshing, delicately sweet, and floral. 

               Purple Moonlight White western teapot style > $7.75  
              Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Smooth and complex white from  gong fu style large > $11.75 
yesheng plants in Yunnan.  Aromas of flowers, grapes, and blueberries.

Silver Needle (Organic), Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
The original white tea - all buds, very mild and sweet. From Fujian.            

Wild White from Vietnam western teapot style > $7.75  
Reserve 
All bud tea from wild growing trees in the Yen Bai Province of  
mountainous northwestern Vietnam. Steeps smooth and thick, quite 
sweet (sugarcane!) with a captivating depth.                                               
 
 Flavored and Scented 
Goji Berry White  western teapot style > $4.95 
A blend of white and green teas with  goji berries, pomegranate,  
cranberry and tropical fruits.

Lemon Vanilla White  western teapot style > $4.95 
One of our favorite teas for the afternoon.  Featuring lemongrass, lemon 
myrtle and vanilla.

              White Magic western teapot style > $4.95   
              This tea may actually have some element of magical properties -  
it certainly is popular!  Leafy white tea with notes of almond, vanilla and 
orange blossom.  Note: contains nuts.

               White Tea with Apple and           western teapot style > $4.95 
           Holiday Spice  
One of our favorite holiday teas - crisp, clean, sweet apple with leafy 
white tea, cranberry and cinnamon. It really puts in you in the spirit. 
 
 
  Oolong  Flavored and Scented 
Fragrant Flower Oolong, Taiwan western teapot style > $4.95 
Extremely aromatic light oolong with osmanthus flower essence.   
Notes of honey and apricot.

Jasmine Oolong, Taiwan, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
A truly beautiful flower scented tea, with jasmine and oolong both from  
Taiwan. Made by a family who has been scenting teas for 4 generations.

Passionfruit Oolong, Taiwan western teapot style > $4.95 
Deliciously fruity and tart with an incredible aroma.   
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  Oolong and other semi-oxidized teas 
Taiwan 
               Competition Eastern Beauty western teapot style > $7.75    
               Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Honey! Sweet, deep, thick honey:   gong fu style large > $11.75 
the signature note of Eastern Beauty teas. A truly gorgeous tea.

Four Seasons Oolong (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95    
Light style oolong from Si Ji gong fu style small > $6.20 
Chun cultivar. Elegant and uplifting. gong fu style large > $8.95 
Floral, verdant character.

Milk Oolong / Jin Xuan western teapot style > $4.95    
Highly recommended, a staff favorite. gong fu style small > $6.20 
Naturally occuring creamy aroma with  gong fu style large > $8.95 
beautiful notes of tropical fruit.

Wenshan Baozhong western teapot style > $4.95    
An uplifting, joyful, fresh tasting tea   gong fu style small > $6.20 
with loads of floral aromatics and gong fu style large > $8.95 
cane sugar sweetness. 
 
 
 Guangdong / Phoenix / Dancong 
Butter Plum Dancong, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
Exquisitely fruity and floral, nice plump      gong fu style small > $9 
body with a lingering aftertaste.  gong fu style large > $11.75    

               Shui Mi “White Peach” western teapot style > $7.75    
               Dancong, Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Lingering peach and lychee notes gong fu style large > $11.75 
with a captivating sweetness. Very pleasant, slight charcoal roasting.        

               Song Zhong Dancong western teapot style > $7.75 
               Reserve  gong fu style small > $9 
  Incredibly sweet, fragrant, and smooth gong fu style large > $11.75 
  with classic orchid and citrus notes. Lightly creamy quality. 
 
 
 Wuyi / Yancha / Rock Oolong 
Bai Ji Guan/White Rooster Crest western teapot style > $7.75 
Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
One of the four original types of Rock   gong fu style large > $11.75 
Oolong from Wuyi. Lightly roasted with a sweet, buttery quality.   

Little Red Robe, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
A charcoal roasted Wuyi oolong  gong fu style small > $9 
with an exceptional texture and energy.  gong fu style large > $11.75 
The dark roast on this tea is very well-balanced so that you  
can still pick up on the floral tones from the oolong leaves.           
  
 
 
 Vietnam 
Honey Amber Oolong western teapot style > $4.95 
A honey sweet red oolong from a   gong fu style small > $6.20 
high elevation farm in northwestern gong fu style large > $8.95 
Vietnam using the famous Taiwanese Qing Xin varietal.  
Notes of apple, spice, honey and cream. A staff favorite! 
 
 
 
Korea       
               Boseong County Hwangcha  western teapot style > $7.75 
               Organic , Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Truly a difficult tea to categorize, gong fu style large > $11.75 
hwangcha means ‘yellow tea,’ but this is not a yellow tea in the Chinese 
sense. This is a semi-oxidized, spring harvest, hand-picked tea with a 
delicious nutty creaminess and an exceptional aftertaste.  
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  Puerh & Heicha  
Raw/Sheng 
2005 Ming Yuan Hao western teapot style > $7.75 
Mengla County, Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Made from spring, sun-dried leaves gong fu style large > $11.75 
with a high proportion of buds, which gives the tea an enduring  
sweetness.  Notes of wood and peach.  Very stimulating.

               2018 Vietnam Old Forest western teapot style > $7.75 
             Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Gorgeous young raw puerh style tea gong fu style large > $11.75 
grown right at the China-Vietnam border from high altitude wild trees.  
If you love young puerh, definitely give this a try.

2017 Autumn Mengsong western teapot style > $7.75 
Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
This maocha comes from a single gong fu style large > $11.75 
grove of old arbor trees in Menghai County. Very fresh and sweet.

2013 Da Xue Shan (Reserve)       western teapot style > $7.75 
Yong De County, Lincang              gong fu style small > $9 
Early spring harvest from very                       gong fu style large > $11.75 
old trees living in a protected area in Yong De County.  Elevation is 
between 2200 and 2750 meters.  The tea is still young so it will have 
some astringency, but steeped with a light hand you’ll pick up on the 
gorgeous wild flower aromas. 

Ripe/Shou
               2000 Velvet Forest, Reserve western teapot style > $7.75 
               Rich, sweet, deep, clean, gong fu style small > $9 
               inpiring. A nearly 20 year old  gong fu style large > $11.75 
               aged ripe that is indeed like walking through a velvet forest.   
 2009 Menghai / Dayi “Purple western teapot style > $7.75 
 Rhyme,” Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
 A modern classic from the folks who  gong fu style large > $11.75 
 make the gold standard of ripe puerh. Light to medium  
fermentation, date-like, creamy, rich, somewhat woodsy.

Grand Leaf Puerh (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
A rich, woodsy and intense loose leaf gong fu style small > $6.20
ripe puerh. gong fu style large > $8.95                                                        

Xinhui Mandarin Ripe western teapot style > $4.95 
Three years aged ripe puerh in a gong fu style small > $6.20 
special Guangdong green mandarin gong fu style large > $8.95 
citrus. The flavors meld together to create  
a highly drinkable citrusy, smooth, rich tea.

Heicha
2007 Xiang Yi Heicha Brick western teapot style > $7.75 
Hunan, Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Two words: dried fruit. gong fu style large > $11.75 
Sun-dried, lightly fermented tea from Hunan Province.
2009 Big Leaf Liu Bao western teapot style > $7.75 
Reserve, Guangxi gong fu style small > $9 
Rich, smooth and mellow. Highly   gong fu style large > $11.75 
recommended if you enjoy fermented teas.  Earthy, sweet,  
approachable. Aged in Malaysia from 2011 to 2019. 
2012 Wild Tian Jian western teapot style > $7.75 
Hunan, Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
Treat yourself to something different.  gong fu style large > $11.75 
Very soothing, yet complex. Lightly fermented,  
dried over pine, and aged in bamboo.
Old Style Liu Bao western teapot style > $7.75 
Guangxi, Reserve gong fu style small > $9 
An incredible Liu Bao, around ten  gong fu style large > $11.75 
years old, aged in Malaysia and made using the traditional method of 
steaming but not pile fermenting.  Very clean tasting - woody, earthy, 
and sweet.      
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 Maté high caffeine 
Yerba Maté (Organic), Argentina western teapot style > $4.95 
Invigorating and addictive. Great with lemon and honey. 
 
Elixirs wellness teas 
Good Cheer (Organic)  western teapot style >  $4.95 
Strawberries, guayusa and jasmine green designed to increase cheer.  
Contains caffeine.

Life Support  western teapot style >  $4.95 
Herbal blend featuring tulsi (holy basil), lemon myrtle and spearmint.

On the Mend (Organic) western teapot style >  $4.95
Designed to rejuvenate with cinnamon, orange peel,  
echinacea, licorice and raspberry, with other beneficial plants.

Soothe (Organic)  western teapot style > $4.95 
A blend of four soothing herbs: chamomile,  
raspberry leaf, peppermint and oat straw. (not GFF due to oat straw).

Turmeric Ginger Refresh (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
A enlivening blend of wellness and culinary herbs with tea. Features  
mango, yuzu, kaffir lime, pineapple, jasmine, green tea and ginger. 
Contains caffeine. 

Rooibos, Herb and Fruit Teas  
Créme Brulée  western teapot style > $4.95 
Sweet notes of toasted caramel and rooibos. Contains dairy.

Ginger Rooibos (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95 
Very soothing, non-caffeinated tea with spicy ginger.

Golden Pear  western teapot style > $4.95 
Roasted pears in rooibos with honey and caramel notes.

Hibiscus Breeze western teapot style > $4.95
Very refreshing blend with citrus, mint and lemongrass.

                Holiday Chocolate Mint  western teapot style > $4.95 
                (Organic) 
Chocolatey-minty comfort in a cup.  Featuring organic cocoa shells and 
nibs with peppermint, cinnamon, and clove. Very lightly caffeinated.

Immortal’s Blend western teapot style > $4.95
A delightful blend of blood orange, apple and hibiscus.

Luscious Lemon Spice western teapot style > $4.95
Spicy cinnamon paired with lemongrass, ginger and coconut.

Offering of Mint (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Peppermint with a touch of basil, clove, and cardamom.

Organic Rooibos western teapot style > $4.95
Known for its mild flavor and soft sweetness.

Peach Passionfruit Tisane western teapot style > $4.95
Light-bodied with the distinctly alluring flavor of passionfruit.

Perfect Night (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Organic chamomile, rosehips, lavender, roses and pink peppercorns.

Razzin’ Raspberry (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Bound to be one of the best fruit teas you’ve had. Crazy good iced

Rooibos Chai (Organic) western teapot style > $4.95
Rooibos, cardamom, mint, fennel, pepper and clove.

                TSR Herbal Christmas Tea  western teapot style > $4.95 
                (Organic) 
 Deliciously sweet holiday tea with cinnamon, orange peel, rooibos,  
clove, mint, and rose.

               Winter Citrus and Cranberry western teapot style > $4.95
                Sweet orange with tart cranberries and organic chamomile. 
 
 Decaffeinated all CO2 processed  
Earl Grey Decaf  western teapot style > $4.95

English Breakfast Decaf western teapot style > $4.95


